
CAMPAIGN SUMMARY

“See-through news” introduces a new kind of radical 
transparency to the world of media. It highlights what 
makes news credible, arms people with understanding 
of what quality journalism is made of, and shows why 

the world really is behind the headlines.





How are news stories produced, who makes them, and what makes reliable information reliable?

The campaign fuels the readers'  own curiosity about what it takes to report news, and how little it takes to fake it.

WE ARE TURNING THE CHALLENGE ON ITS HEAD:

There is rubbish, 
and there is the news.



Open access to the data behind the stories allows the 
audience to verify their news, gives them unprecedented 
insight into the world of journalism, and grants them 
newfound appreciation for the work done behind the scenes 
to guarantee the trustworthiness of the information they 
consume.

Instead of just shallow statistics such as likes and shares, we focus on displaying 
what went into the creation of each piece. What are the sources, who were involved, 
how many photos were taken before one was chosen, how many kilometers were 
physically travelled, or how many hours were spent at work to produce the news?

SOLUTION

Highlighting the 
sources and motives 
behind published 
stories 



SOLUTION

Granting the readers 
a behind-the-scenes view 
into the work of real 
journalists
To generate interest throughout the one-week campaign, the 
audience is given access to real-time video feeds from inside the 
news offices, allowing them to see real journalists and transparency 
in action.

WhatsApp is introduced as a frictionless way for social media users 
to directly discuss with writers of prominent articles.

Lastly, the campaign includes running in-depth meta-stories about the creation of stories. They 
would introduce viewers to exactly how the people at HS find their source material, produce their 
content, and how they choose to publish a piece.



Real journalism
tolerates sunlight.

CAMPAIGN

Installation of public live video streams, both on the HS 
website as well as on chosen physical locations, such as 
the glass wall of Sanomatalo, the bus stops of Kamppi, 

and the digital screens inside trams and metro cars.

The entertaining, surprising and visual act generates 
awareness of the greater campaign goal: transparent 

access to the world behind the headlines.



Messaging a public transparency 
challenge to global newspapers, 
encouraging them to follow in the 
footsteps of Helsingin Sanomat

MAKING IT GLOBAL



HS.fi
Granting access to data behind 
every piece of news



Twitter
Challenging tweet

WhatsApp
Open discussion between readers and writers

Instagram
Pushes from real data on HS Instagram 
account



Sanomatalo Screen
Live stream on the wall of the Sanomatalo. 
See through the glass wall in a completely new 
way.

HS.fi
The live stream combines the digital and physical 
headquarters.



Instagram & SnapChat
Live streams on digital screens 
around the city


